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CIPR International aims, strategy and programme 

1. Background 

CIPR International (CIPRI) is a sectoral group of the Chartered Institute of Public 

Relations. It supports CIPR members working internationally and in the UK, facilitates 

understanding of cultural differences, builds relationships with other PR organisations 

internationally and benchmarks, shares and learns from inspired practice. 

The group, with members who work overseas and in the UK, brings together the 

many different sectors within the international communications industry to network, 

discuss and learn from each other about the issues facing communicators working 

internationally today. This occurs through face-to-face events and virtual webinars 

and meetings so colleagues overseas can take part. 

Members are kept up-to-date on developments internationally through the web site, 

newsletters and social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and 

LinkedIn. To date we have developed our webinar programme energetically and 

successfully. 

Members range from the youngest practitioners starting out on their careers to 

experienced practitioners working at the highest levels of government and industry. 

New members benefit from this wealth of experience. The voluntary multicultural 

committee is generally located within London and the surrounding areas. The 

committee is also forging stronger links with overseas members and looking at 

methods of achieving this. An exciting development has been the launch in 2014 of 

the Swiss Chapter, with its own LinkedIn group (as part of CIPRI’s). There is a strong 

desire to focus on helping young people and those entering the PR industry and 

facilitate life long learning. 

The annual Maggie Nally Lecture remains the group’s flagship event and is currently 

its greatest asset in terms of publicity. It is hoped that over time the new Douglas 

Smith award can be leveraged in a similar fashion.    

As of December 2013 two-thirds of members were based outside the UK. Therefore 

the communication strategy needs to take this into account. We are enhancing the 

social media programme thanks to a committee representative with excellent social 

media skills. 
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Our membership has so far been fairly reluctant to get involved (low survey response, 

low turnout for events) and we need to consider how to enthuse them and make 

them more engaged. 

To date we have not stated our precise goals nor has there been any detailed strategy 

for achieving them. Part of this is due to the constraints of being a voluntary 

committee with finite resources. This paper will facilitate long-term governance of the 

group under different chairs and a more coherent approach to our programme, more 

closely allied to our aims and aspirations. 

 

2. Aims 

Most members of the group have replied to the Chair setting out their top short, 

medium and long term priorities. Taking these into account the broad aims have been 

established. These are to: 

 

 Make CIPRI relevant to all its members wherever they are in the UK or the 
world through engaging content, thought-provoking debate and useful 
support  

 Ensure the needs and aspirations of all grades of membership are catered for  

 Commit to nurturing young talent and working hard to promote lifelong 
learning 

 Promote the views and opinions of the members to the CIPR, drawing on 
members’ expertise and to advise and support the CIPR on international issues 
 
 

3. Strategic priorities and objectives 

The CIPRI committee has identified short (six months), medium (one year) and long 

term (three year) strategic priorities and the following is a distillation of these. They 

need to be developed further with more specific targets. 
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3.1 Short term – Six months 

 As it has taken a while to agree the final strategy some of the short term 

aspirations have already been achieved. 

▪ Finalise and agree comprehensive strategy and implementation  

▪ Set out quarterly targets for numbers of online and in-person events, letters 

from, new members, specific world regions  

▪ Engage with existing members and win (three) new volunteers for committee 

and sub-committees (achieved) 

▪ Shape the international dimension of CIPR strategy 2013-2016 (in progress) 

▪ Develop an energetic social media programme encompassing the most 

relevant digital platforms (in progress) 

▪ Poll members on the development of the group and wider participation 

▪ Launch the Douglas Smith award (achieved) 

 

3.2 Mid-term – One year 

▪ Increase member engagement (especially from overseas) on social media, 

especially on LinkedIn and Twitter 

▪ Build relationships and partnerships with other major international PR 

organisations, professional organisations, events specialists and international 

bodies 

▪ Aim for CIPRI to become the fifth professional group of the CIPR (provided the 

groups’ re-organisation goes forward) 

▪ Engage the new CIPR President with our vision and strategy, to leverage 

further support for our work within CIPR 

▪ Offer increased and more varied events (eight suggested) through, for 

example, joint events with other sectoral or external groups / organisations, 

pub quizzes, debates, surgeries, speed networking (eg  'Meet the Global 

Practitioners') 

▪ Develop and offer new younger member benefits and increase visibility 

▪ On the back of showing solid data as to what our members want, attract a 

further 100 members to our group 

▪ Continue work on the Maggie Nally Lecture and the Douglas Smith award so 

that both become firm annual fixtures in the communication calendar. 
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3.3 Long-term – three years 

▪ Develop an advanced professional development offer (certificate, diploma) in 

international PR 

▪ Establish CIPRI as a strategic partner of CIPR HQ on international issues and be 

on the road to becoming a key voice in international PR and being seen as a 

credible, thought leader on international communications 

▪ Become the 'go-to' hub for global PR expertise (through policy papers, case 

studies, best practice articles, CIPR TV broadcasts, co-authoring CIPR 

guidelines) 

▪ Increase membership by three per cent within next three years on the back of 

raised profile 

▪ Obtain the same level of recognition for the Douglas Smith award as the 

Maggie Nally lecture currently enjoys 

 

4. The strategy for the coming year will centre on: 

 Increasing membership through high profile and interesting events. These will 

include annual events such as the Maggie Nally Lecture, social events such as 

the development of partnerships with other organisations and publications, 

skills developing events. At all times the needs of our international colleagues 

will be considered and met wherever possible.  

 Developing our digital / social media offering through comms, webinars and 

videos, to reach international members. The core focus of our social media 

offering will reflect our strategy and objectives and be centred on skills 

development and international news. 

 Maximising the impact of our two high profile events: the Maggie Nally 

Lecture and the Douglas Smith CIPR International Award, ensuring the latter is 

well positioned and publicised. 

 Building relations with the new leadership at the CIPR 

 Developing partnerships with the regions and with international partners 

 Laying foundations for a more ambitious programme in the coming years 
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5. Key messages 

 

 CIPRI engages and listens to its members wherever they are in the world and 
at all stages of their career. 

 CIPRI is committed to nurturing young talent and lifelong learning. 

 CIPRI is committed to developing useful skills in all practitioners. 

 CIPRI aims to become the UK centre of excellence of thought and best practice 
in international PR and an important influence in international PR. 

 
6. Tactics 

A table of communications channels is below. Once priorities have been agreed, the 

precise one-year and three-year programmes will be developed. 

 
7. Benefits of joining  

 Membership of the CIPR International group offers a way of connecting with 
experienced communicators who have something to share in the international 
arena. 

 The group provides an active forum for debate and sharing of knowledge and 
experience. The events are excellent opportunities for networking, learning and 
training.  

 Newsletters, Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter provide up-to-date news on 
developments internationally.  

 Annual keynote events such as the prestigious Maggie Nally lecture, held at the 
Houses of Parliament, fun networking parties and more educational events all 
help members develop in their chosen area. 

 The ‘letters from…’ provide excellent insights into international practitioners and 
the unique perspectives of their counties.  

 Webinars with keynote speakers engage members not only in the UK but globally 

 The group continually looks to develop links with international practitioners and 
organisations, such as the Global Alliance and the IABC. 

 Our members offer a wealth of experience from which every member can benefit. 
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Prepared by Eva Maclaine 
Final draft agreed by CIPRI committee members 
March 2014  
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Channels: 
 
 

Members 
New 
Members 

Students Wider ctty 

 

Events       

Lectures     
Live evening 
events    

Half day 
workshops    

Conference    

Pub quizzes    
Speed 
networking    

Socials    
 
 
 

Members 
New 
Members 

Students Wider ctty 

 
 

Comms       

Media prog    
Policy papers    
Case studies    
Best practice 
articles    

Letters from    

CIPR bulletins    
Student 
newsletter    

 
 


